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This is a fantasy, turn-based, action, role playing game played online. The story of Tarnished is
set in the Lands Between, a world where two parallel universes exist side by side. The
adventure of the game begins when the player accepts the offer of an Elf Lord who is going to
be exiled from his land. In the process of the journey, the protagonist learns the true nature of
the world he lives in. Through exploration, the protagonist evolves in his adventures as he
faces numerous attacks on his life and soul from all sides. *In-Game Guide* -The Player’s
Option Menu -Player/Character Information -Setting Information -Game Analysis -Battle System
Information -Ecosystem Information -Character Creation Procedure -Evolution Guide SETTING
INFORMATION The Lands Between are a world where two parallel universes meet and
exchange mana, a resource that fuels the magic used in the area. There are eight kinds of
mana, each of which has its own properties. -Stride Mana: Can be used to increase the
movement speed of multiple parties, or to release a magic. -Gem Mana: Can be used to release
magic, increase or decrease the number of magic that can be stored in one time, or be used as
a last line of defense. -Life Mana: Can be used to increase the strength of defenses or to heal
the party. -Skill Mana: Can be used to activate skills or to increase the level of stats. -Stat
Mana: Can be used for stat-related skills or special attacks, and can be used for increases and
decreases in statistics. -Magic Mana: Can be used to release any kind of magic that can be
stored and used in battle. -Aura Mana: Can be used to heal the party. -Aura Mana: Can be used
to heal the party. -The Mana of each party member is indicated by their respective symbols.
GAME ANALYSIS -The Lands Between is a world with two main races, which are Elves and
Humans. Elves, the members of the Shadow race, were ancestors of humans, who live in the
other world. The Elves once controlled this world, but lost their lands to the Humans and were
exiled. Now that their lands are taken, the Elves are forced to work as servants of the Human
race to survive. The Elves and the Humans have different types of mana, but they
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Features Key:
 An Epic Multiplayer Action RPG: •Play with hundreds of other people in a multiplayer game
that you can play anytime, anywhere, and live while playing.
 An Evolving Action RPG: • Play a new action RPG by slightly expanding and modifying the
current game.
 An Online Action RPG: • Play with hundreds of other people in an online game that you can
play anytime, anywhere, or in a private session with friends.
 A New Approach to RPG Action: • Core combat action is strictly in line with the current
standards for VR development, but by adding layers with an exploration-driven RPG mentality,
we have succeeded in creating an action RPG that feels fun and fresh like never before.
 A Virtual Earth with Unique Character Style: •The world of Elden Ring is created to deliver a
sense of realism. Every character in Elden Ring is free to completely customize its appearance
to an extent that no one player is the same as another, creating a rare connection with the
game.
 Ambient Occlusion and Team Work Allowed: •Ambient Occlusion makes it possible to have the
view of your character clearly, even when it’s shadowy in the darkness. This is the first VR
action RPG with team work that lets you stay connected to your partner.
 Unique Content and System Add-ons*1: •The skills, equipment and the level of your character
are all freely managed. We plan to add various content and add-ons that add new experiences
in the game.
PC Exclusive Content and Online Function
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 Key features are subject to change without notification

ONE EYE ARE YOU READY…?*1 By READY TO FIGHT ARE YOU
PREPARED

GROUNDBREAKING NEW 
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GAMESTREAM SPECIFICATIONS for THE NEW FANTASY ACTION
RPG. It's time for a new action RPG, and this one sports the
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[CapsuleContent.BoxContent#05] ■Beautiful Graphics ■Amazing Sound Quality All the battles
and battles in the game look beautiful, and the battle system is rich in its action. And the sound
in the game is really rich and dynamic. ■An Interesting Advanced Action Battle System The
battle system of the game is comprised of both turn-based battle and real-time battle, and it
has characteristics of both! Take the time to try the complex battle system! ■Classic Role
Playing that Combines Turn-Based Battles and Real-Time Battles It is a game in which turn-
based battles occur while fighting against enemies in real-time. Battle will start when the
enemy attacks. You are in a front row seat of the action! ■A Rich Story of Epic Proportions The
game is an action RPG that incorporates a traditional RPG battle system to create a story of
epic proportions. It is an episodic game in which the entire world map is divided into 4 areas,
and it tells a story of your growth in each area. ■Grant from NIS America, LLC.NIS America,
LLC. All rights reserved. [CapsuleContent.BoxContent#06] ■Command: Will you accept this
great destiny? ※Enjoyment of a game to its fullest depends on the player, and the final
decision depends on the answer you give to this question. ■Story and Dungeon Outline A
darkness has fallen over the lands of the Elden Ring. The darkness is more than anything, it is
an abyss that grips the very soul of the living. The moon is dark, and a light that shines like a
star is the only hope in these troubled times. The hero is a man of grace, wielding the power of
the Elden Ring, and he is the last hope of the living. The darkness will not be seen, and it will
not get the chance to attack. And so, the hero will set off on a journey of passion and truth to
save the world. ■Features ※Main Features (1) In addition to standard turn-based battles, the
player can control the real-time action of the battle system that is incorporated. (2) Two kinds
of battle—turn-based battles and real-time battles. If the real-
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What's new:

Highlights

Exciting New Fighting System with User-Interaction in
Real-Time A massive list of new moves, iconic weapon
moves, new Adrenaline, and more make real-time
battle a lot more fun and exciting than ever. Players
can freely attack enemies while they’re going to the
next phases of the story, and cause their characters to
react in real time.
New Progression System for Customized Feelings While
you go on an adventure, you will be able to change the
strength and causes of your choices in various steps
that appear in the story. How will your choices and
actions be remembered?
The Ability to Form Community Online Create and
Exchange Skills Online between Players
Empowering Legend Animation Looks cool in both 2D
and 3D you can enjoy the adventures of the game’s
Vast World with action.
Seamless Graphics with High Image Quality High image
quality to bring a strong picture of reality to the game.
Entirely Original Story with Professional Voice
Recording
Experience the In-Depth World of Millay

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Playing the game is free to early-release players. You
can also play by purchasing the Pro version, which
contains the same features as the early-release
version.
Currently, the game is only available in Japanese, and
the English version will be added to the game soon.
The English version is currently planned to be released
on September 20, 2018. We plan on making future
updates available in English too.

【Pre-order Details】

※ Version Pass Exclusive: Units 【Early Access】: Units 【Pro
Version】:
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Download mods from: I really would like to buy a copy of the game, however I don't know
whether or not you have considered Minecraft merchants? I have got it on minecraft mod, and
they sell pretty cheap, and they have it in the UK as well. However because this game is on
Steam, it is also on the official website. As long as you go to the store section, you can find
mods for the game there! When you go to the store section click on the link on the left, then
you have to scroll down till you see the Minecraft modifiers, and then click on the real estate
link! Then you will see some of the mods for sale, and you can buy the games! Check out my
mod for the game. I also have a lot of things including follower mods and weapons! Download
mods from: I really would like to buy a copy of the game, however I don't know whether or not
you have considered Minecraft merchants? I have got it on minecraft mod, and they sell pretty
cheap, and they have it in the UK as well. However because this game is on Steam, it is also on
the official website. As long as you go to the store section, you can find mods for the game
there! When you go to the store section click on the link on the left, then you have to scroll
down till you see the Minecraft modifiers, and then click on the real estate link! Then you will
see some of the mods for sale, and you can buy the games! I have the game but I have been
unable to download it. Is there a good reason for this or am I doing something wrong? Many
thanks I have the game but I
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

Toggle Spoiler NVIDIA TITAN Xp GPU (Must be installed on High Performance NVIDIA board)
AMD R9 390 GPU (Must be installed on an AMD board) Intel i7-2600K CPU or higher
recommended 16GB or more RAM recommended 15GB free hard disk space 2GB mouse
recommended 1280x720 minimum screen resolution Drivers required: Intel Chipset Software
AMD Chipset Software Recommended: Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 or better
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